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Motivation

} There are currently no sources capable of generating dense beams of 
g-rays in the multi-MeV energy range.

} Large facilities (European XFEL and LCLS) utilize accelerated 
electrons and strong magnetic fields to generate energetic photons.

} Can we use high intensity lasers to emulate the same scenario on a 
miniature scale?

European XFEL
generates

3×10%% photons 
at 10 keV



} A strong electron current is required to generate and sustain a strong 
magnetic field.

} A dense beam of energetic electrons is required to generate large 
numbers of photons.

} Additionally, the electrons must be very energetic (hundreds of MeV) 
and the magnetic field must be strong (~ MT) in order to achieve 
appreciable photon numbers in the multi-MeV energy range.

} This would only be possible for a laser pulse propagating through an 
overcritical material (plasma).

Important considerations



Relativistic transparency
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Implementation

} The relativistically induced transparency has 
been achieved in experiments. 

} However, our goal is a volumetric laser 
interaction with a solid target, e.g. !" ≈ 30!&'.

} This regime should be achievable at the next 
generation of laser facilities.

} They are expected to operate at intensities 
that are well beyond 1022 W/cm2, achieving 
() ≈ 200.

Example of laser 
parameters:

+ = 1 µm

. = 5×1011 W/cm2

() = 190



Relativistic transparency in action

x, µm

y,
µm

"# ≈ 190

() = 30(,-

⁄() (,- ≪ "#
The target should become 

transparent, enabling
a volumetric interaction.

λ ≈ 1 µm
P ≈ 1 PW
Δt ≈ 150 fs



Relativistic transparency in action

!" = 30!&'!" = !&'
!" = 50!&'

)* > 100

- = +50 fs

} Relativistically induced transparency allows the pulse to propagate 
through an overcritical plasma. 
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µm



Ineffective long-term interaction

! = +90 fs
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Unstable 
propagation

Empty
channel

} A tightly focused laser
pulse expels electrons 
laterally.

} The channel becomes 
empty.

} Laser pulse propagation 
becomes unstable.

} Serious obstacle:
long-term interaction 
becomes ineffective in a 
relativistically near-critical 
plasma.



Effective long-term interaction
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Stable 
propagation

Filled
channel

} Structured target stabilizes 
propagation of the pulse.

} The channel remains filled 
with an over-critical 
plasma.

} Electron injection occurs at 
the channel entrance.

} Solution:
a structured target 
enables an effective 
long-term volumetric 
interaction with               
an overcritical plasma.
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injection by the laser
electric field



Generation of a strong quasi-static B-field

! = +140 fs
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Azimuthal
B-field

Volumetric
current

} Targets can be 
manufactured at GA using 
the GA foam.

} The pulse drives a strong 
current in the channel 
filled with electrons.

} The current sustains an 
extreme quasi-static 
magnetic field .
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} The energy gain from the laser 
is determined by !"#$%&'(, so 
the electron energy oscillates.

} The maximum energy gain 
reduced because of the 
injection with a significant 
transverse momentum )(

} Energy without the B-field:
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Acceleration without impact from the B-field
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Enhanced energy gain by the B-field (1/2)

} Option #1 (large !"): !" exceeds the 
amplitude of the transverse momentum 
oscillations.

} The B-field flips #" as it deflects the 
electron radially inwards.

} The deflection causes an 
uncompensated energy gain (or loss).

} This is the MOMENTUM DRIVEN
energy enhancement mechanism.
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} Option #2 (small !"): the electron 
reaches its radial deflection point 
in about one (or less) laser 
oscillation.

} The B-field flips #" on a time-
scale comparable to the 
oscillations of $%&'().

} The deflection removes 
alternating compensations.

} This is the LASER DRIVEN 
energy enhancement 
mechanism.
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Enhanced energy gain by the B-field (2/2)

Deflection

Uncompensated 
gain

Deflection
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No 
enhancement
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Momentum 
driven

Laser
driven

Parameter scan

log89 ⁄:;<= I()*+,-

>9 = 50
} There is a threshold 

for the energy 
enhancement by the 
azimuthal B-field.

} Strong current 
reduces momentum 
requirements

} The accelerated 
GeV-level electrons 
are directed forward 
at >9 ≫ 1.





} Magnetic field deflections prompt photon emissions by electrons.

} Emitted power scales as ! ∝ #$, where

} Advantages of the laser-driven magnetic field:

Synchrotron emission

# ≡ &
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− 1
+$ ' 1 -⃗ $

• enhanced &-factor: &234 ≫ 67;

• no cancellation for /893:23: # ≈ ⁄&/893:23 '(;

• only a single pulse is required!



} Photon emission is simulated 
using a Monte Carlo module 
based on classical and QED 
synchrotron cross-sections.

} Photons are emitted as 
individual particles because of 
their very short wavelength, 
while electrons recoil.

} Emission of multi-MeV photons 
is concentrated near turning 
points where !"#$%&$ is strong. 

Emission in the channel 

Magnetic field
Snapshot

Trajectory

εγ > 30 MeV

εγ > 2 MeV

Emissions [a.u.]
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C. Ridgers, et al., J. Comp. Phys. 260 , 273 (2014)



Photon beam characteristics

eγ Efficiency Nγ

> 1 MeV 3.5% 5.6 x 1012

> 10 MeV 0.5% 1.3 x 1011

} Emission by forward moving electrons leads to 
a collimation of a well-directed photon beam.

} Uniform targets generate unstable beams.

} Energy conversion efficiency is at 3.5% for a 
PW-scale laser with an intensity of 5×10%%
W/cm2.

} The efficiency increases with power.

Stark, Toncian, Arefiev, PRL 116, 185003 (2016)

20°40°60°

Collimated
multi-MeV
photons

Directed beams 
of 10 MeV photons

~0.1% into a 5° opening angle



Summary

} Intense laser interactions with structured solid targets serve as 
an effective mechanism for generating multi-MeV photon 
beams (1012 photons in 30 fs into a 5o opening angle). 

} The mechanism relies on the azimuthal MT-level magnetic 
field driven in the target due to the relativistic transparency. 

} The magnetic field 

} enhances the electron energy gain from the laser pulse;
} induces emission of energetic photons. 

Comments/quest ions:  aaref iev@ucsd.edu


